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A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SYNCHRONIZING
TELEVISION-RELATED PRODUCT CONTENT
AND INTERNET-DELIVERED INFORMATION

Background of the Invention

5 This invention relates to television

programming and promotional information systems.

Cable, satellite, and broadcast television

systems provide viewers with a large number of

television channels. Users have traditionally

10 consulted printed television program schedules to

determine the programs being broadcast at a particular

time. More recently, electronic television program

guides have been developed that allow television

program information to be displayed on a user's

15 television. Promotional channels such as barker

channels have also been developed that advertise

various premium channel and pay-per-view promotions.

Passive electronic television program guides

have been developed. Passive guides are provided on a

20 dedicated television channel. Users tune to the

channel and are presented with a scrolling or paging
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list of program listings. The TV Guide Channel, is a

passive program guide in which users are presented with

promotional videos or trailers in one portion of 'the

screen and program listings in the other.

5 Interactive television program guides, which

are typically implemented on set-top boxes, allow the

user to navigate through television program listings

using a remote control. In a typical program guide,

various groups of television program listings are

10 displayed in predefined or user-selected categories.

Program listings are typically displayed in a grid or

table. Client-server based interactive guides and on-

line interactive guides have also been developed. In

client-server based guides, program guide data is

15 typically provided to the set-top in response to

requests from the guide that are processed by a server

at a cable system head-end. In on-line guides, users

may access a web site with their personal computer or

Internet enabled set-top box to obtain program listings

20 and other program related information. Another type of

program guide is the hybrid passive/interactive

television program guide. A hybrid guide may be based

on a passive guide channel containing a listings

portion over which an interactive guide portion has

2 5 been overlaid.

Barker channels are promotional channels that

display full screen promotions of pay-per-view

programs. A barker channel can overlay price,

ordering, event code, and time information over such

30 promotions and can instruct the user on how to order

the promoted pay-per-view program.

Each of these types of products provide users

with access to program related information. However,
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each product typically has its own distinct interface.

In addition, the functionality of the products may be

limited by the arrangement of the system on which a

product is implemented. In passive guides, there is no

5 way to provide a user with an opportunity to obtain

additional program information without accessing an

interactive or hybrid guide. The functionality of

interactive guides is generally limited by the amount

of memory and processing power associated with the

10 user's set-top box. Barker channels typically do not

allow the user to order a program directly. Users must

order pay-per-view programs by telephone or by using an

impulse ordering scheme in which they must first tune

to the channel on which the pay-per-view program to be

15 ordered is being broadcasted.

On-line guides may be inconvenient for some

users. Generally, users must boot-up their computers,

launch a web-browser, and access an appropriate web

site to access television related information. Users

20 with Internet-enabled set-top boxes must also perform

the latter two steps while watching television. Many

users are not computer owners or are not very computer

savvy and may find it convenient to launch a web

browser and surf the Internet to obtain program related

25 information-.

In addition, much of the television-related

information displayed by each of these products is

similar, yet the functionality of the products is very

different. There is no way to coordinate the

30 appearance and functionality of the products.

It is therefore an object of the present

invention to augment the functionality and content of
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one or more television products within a television

programming and promotional information system.

It is a further object of the present

invention to provide a television programming and

5 promotional information system in which the appearance

and functionality of a number of television related

products is coordinated.

It is a further object of the present

invention to provide a television programming and

10 promotional information system in which changes in the

sources of television product data are transparent to

the user.

It is a further object of the present

invention to provide a television programming and

15 promotional information system in which information

supplied over the Internet may be synchronized with

real-time video of one or more video products.

Summary of the Invention

20 These and other objects of the present

invention are accomplished in accordance with the

principles of the present invention by providing a

system in which a number of television related products

are provided. One illustrative product is a passive

25 television program guide product such as the TV Guide

Channel in which users are presented with video

promotions, trailers and informative segments in the

top portion of a display screen, and are presented with

program listings information in the bottom portion of

30 the display screen. Another illustrative product is a

modified barker type product or promotional video

channel. The promotional video channel displays full

screen video promotions, short videos (i.e., videos
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that are less than three minutes in length) , and

trailers to provide users with information about

television programming, related products, and other

television-related subject matter. An additional

5 illustrative product is an interactive television

program guide that provides users with an opportunity

to access program listings and other program-related

information.

These and other television products may be

10 augmented by Internet-delivered programming-related

information. Such information may be formatted as, for

example, one or more markup language documents.

Control circuitry in -a user's television equipment may

detect when a user has accessed any of the products and

15 may query a Internet server for any available markup

language documents. The documents may define display

screens that may be displayed instead of or in addition

to other display screens presented by the. television

products. By drawing on the resources of the Internet,

20 the functionality and content of these products may be

augmented in ways that would otherwise not be possible

due to the resources of standard user television

equipment. A potentially large number of new display

screens and functions may be provided, thereby

25 providing users with an attractive source of

television-related data and, for example, merchandising

opportunities or other enhanced features.

If desired, the content and user interface

for these products may be coordinated seamlessly by

30 maintaining a single database of television-related

information. Copies of the database may be maintained

by multiple data sources at one or more facilities.

Centrally-managed content may be distributed as, for
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example, one or more markup language documents.

Because the information and markup language documents

may be centrally managed, interfaces for television

products such as passive program guides, promotional

5 video channels, and interactive guides may be presented

consistently in all three products. In addition, the

content that is provided over the Internet may be

synchronized with the current video content displayed

by the video products.

10 Further features of the invention, its nature

and various advantages will be more apparent from the

accompanying drawings and the following detailed

description of the preferred embodiments.

Brief Description of the Drawings

15 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of an

illustrative system in accordance with the present

invention.

FIGS. 2a and 2b show illustrative display

screens for a passive interactive television program

20 guide in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 2c shows an illustrative display screen

for a promotional video channel product.

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of

illustrative user television equipment in accordance

25 with the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a generalized schematic block

diagram of portions of the illustrative user television

equipment of FIG. 3 in accordance with the present

invention.

30 FIG. 5 shows an illustrative main menu screen

for an interactive television program guide in

accordance with the present invention.
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FIGS. 6, 1, 8a, 8b, and 8c show illustrative

program listings screens for an interactive television

program guide in accordance with the present invention.

FIGS. 9a and 9b illustrate how different

5 markup language documents may be used to define display

screen content and functionality in accordance with the

present invention.

FIGS. 10a and 10b are flow diagrams of

illustrative paths between video products that may be

10 provided by augmenting the content and functionality of

the video products in accordance with the present

invention.

FIG. 11 shows an illustrative display screen

for a promotional video channel product augmented in

15 accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 12 shows an illustrative more shows

screen in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 13 shows a program listings screen in

accordance with the present invention.

20 FIG. 14 shows an illustrative program

information screen in accordance with the present

invention.

FIG. 15 shows an illustrative screening room

screen in accordance with the present invention.

25 FIG. 16 shows an illustrative merchandise

screen in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 17 shows an illustrative order

confirmation screen in accordance with the present

invention.

30 FIGS. 18 and 19 show illustrative WOW

indicators for indicating to a user a special

merchandising opportunity is available.
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FIG. 20 shows an illustrative order

confirmation overlay in accordance with the present

invention

.

FIG. 21 shows an illustrative program

5 information screen in accordance with the present

invention.

FIG. 22 shows an illustrative WOW offer

screen in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 23 shows an illustrative modified

10 merchandise screen in accordance with the present

invention

.

FIG. 24 shows an illustrative order

confirmation screen in accordance with the present

invention.

15 FIG. 25 shows an illustrative order thank you

indicator in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 2 6 shows an illustrative pay-per-view

order overlay in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 27 shows an illustrative reminder window

20 in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 28 shows an illustrative reminder in

accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 29 shows an illustrative order denied

window in accordance with the present invention.

25 FIG. 30 shows an illustrative video product

display screen augmented in accordance with the present

invention.

FIGS. 31a and 31b show the illustrative

passive guide display screens of FIGS. 2a and 2b

30 augmented in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 32 shows an illustrative augmented

program listings screen for an interactive television

program guide in accordance with the present invention.
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FIG. 33 shows a flow chart of illustrative

steps involved in providing users with an opportunity

to purchase merchandise and in providing reminders in

accordance with the principles of the present

5 invention.

Detailed Description .of the Preferred Embodiments

An illustrative system 10 in accordance with

the principles of the present invention is shown in

FIG. 1. Main facility 12 may be any facility or

10 facilities suitable for providing

television-programming-related data (e.g., program

identifiers, times, channels, titles, descriptions,

categories, merchandise information, or any other

suitable television-programming-related information)

15 from data source 14 to one or more television

distribution facilities 16. Typically, main facility

12 distributes data to numerous television distribution

facilities in parallel. However, only one television

distribution facility 16 has been shown in FIG. 1 to

20 avoid overcomplicating the drawing. Data source 14 may

be any suitable computer or computer based system for

obtaining data (e.g., manually from an operator,

electronically via a computer" network or other

connection, or via storage media) and placing the data

25 into electronic form for distribution by main facility

12.

Main facility 12 may also provide one or more

video products to television distribution facility 16.

Videos for the video products may be transmitted in

30 real-time by main facility 12 to television

distribution facility 16 for real-time distribution to

the user television equipment 22 of a number of users.
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Alternatively, main facility 12 may transmit videos to

television distribution facility 16 where they are

stored. Television distribution facility 16 may later

distribute the videos to the user television equipment

5 22 of a number of users in real-time. This approach

may be referred to as a "store-and-forward" video

distribution scheme. . If desired, a combination of the

two approaches may be used. Systems in which videos

are both distributed in real-time and stored-and-

10 forwarded are described, for example, in Kern et al.

U.S. patent application Serial No. 09/332,448, filed

June 11, 1999 (Attorney Docket No. UV-102), which is

hereby incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety.

15 Video products may include for example,

passive television program guide channels such as the

TV Guide Channel, promotional video channels such as a

barker type channel, or any other suitable video

product whereby television-related information is

20 provided to users in the form of promotional videos

such as short videos (i.e., videos less than three

minutes in length) , video trailers promoting a

television program, or the like. The short videos and

trailers may be supplied by video source 17. Video

25 source 17 may be based, for example, on a library of

video clips stored on a video juke box (a multiple-

compact disc or digital video disc storage system) or

any other suitable combination of hardware and software

for storing such videos. Videos may be provided in any

30 suitable format. For example, video signals may be

provided in an analog signal format using the National

Television Standards Committee (NTSC) television video
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or in a digital signal format such as a Moving Picture

Experts Group (MPEG) format.

One or more of the video products supplied by

main facility 12 may include data that is supplied by

5 data source 14. A passive program guide channel, for

example, may display television program listings

provided by data source 14. A promotional video

channel, for example, may display tagging information

(e.g., price, ordering, time, and event code

10 information) provided by data source 14. Television

product data and video for the video products may be

transmitted by transmission system 24 to television

distribution facility 16 via link 18. Link 18 may be a

satellite link, a telephone network link, a cable or

15 fiber optic link, a microwave link, an Internet link, a

combination of such links, or any other suitable

communications link. Video signals (e.g., television

programs) may also be transmitted over link 18 if

desired.

20 Transmission system 24 may encode the

television product data and video for the video

products and provide the encoded data and video to

transmitter 25. Transmitter 25 is preferably a digital

satellite uplink transmitter, but may be any suitable

25 analog, digital, radio frequency, optical, microwave,

terrestrial, or other type of transmitter.

Transmission system 24 may encode the data as, for

example, component object model (COM) objects that are

transmitted using an Internet based addressing scheme

30 and Internet based transport and network protocols such

as the user datagram protocol (UDP) and the Internet

protocol (IP) . Electronic program guide systems that

transfer UDP packets and COM objects using a UDP/ IP
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protocol stack are described in Gollahon et al. U.S.

patent application Serial No. 09/332,624, filed

June 11, 1999, which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

5 Television distribution facility 16 may be

any suitable distribution facility (e.g., a cable

system headend, a broadcast distribution facility, a

satellite television distribution facility, or any

other suitable type of television distribution

10 facility) . Television distribution facility 16 may

have reception system 23 for receiving the videos and

data from transmitter 25 using receiver 27. Receiver

27 is preferably a digital satellite downlink receiver,

but may be any suitable analog, digital, radio-

15 frequency, optical, microwave, terrestrial, or other

type of receiver.

Television distribution facility 16 may have

screen generator 28 for generating video product

display screens containing the videos and data. Screen

20 generator 28 may be implemented using any suitable

hardware, software, or combination thereof. Screen

generator 28, may be, for example, a Windows NT process

running on a personal computer with a Pentium II

microprocessor. Screen generator 28 may use an object-

25 oriented approach to generate video product display

screens. The use of COM objects, for example, may

allow changes to be made to the format and

functionality of some of the features of the system

without requiring changes to other system components.

30 Such an approach may allow one main facility 12 to

provide and manage a number of different video products

from a central location. Screen generators that may be

used to create video product display screens for
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multiple video products are described in Kern et al.

U.S. patent application Serial No. 09/332,539, filed

June 11, 1999, which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

5 Television distribution facility 16 may also

have television distribution equipment 21 for

distributing video product display screens and, if

desired, television programming to multiple users via

communications paths 20. Each user has user television

10 equipment 22 for viewing the video products and

television programming. Distribution equipment 21 may

include, for example, a cable headend modulator, and

may include any other or additional equipment suitable

for transmitting television programming and video

15 product display screens over communications paths 20.

Alternatively, distribution equipment 21 may include

suitable hardware and software for delivering videos in

real-time or substantially real-time via the Internet

(e.g., using the M-bone) . Communications paths 20

20 preferably have sufficient bandwidth to allow

television distribution facility 16 to distribute

television programming to user television equipment 22

and to transmit at least some video display screens

using a single dedicated television channel. If

25 desired, television programming and video products may

be provided over separate communications paths.

For purposes of illustration, three types of

television products will be described - a passive

program television program guide channel product, a

30 video promotional channel product, and an interactive

television program guide product. Main facility 12 may

supply one or more of these products or any other

suitable television product. Illustrative display
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screens are first described in which the products have

not had their user interfaces and functionality

augmented by Internet-delivered television-related

information. Illustrative display screens in which the

5 products have had their interfaces and functionality

augmented by Internet-delivered television-related

information are then . described in detail.

Three suitable illustrative video product

display screens are shown in FIGS. 2a-2c. Video

10 product display screens may be divided into display

areas. The display areas may, for example, include

video display areas, graphic display areas, text

display areas, and program listings areas, or any

suitable combination thereof. Video display areas may

15 display video promotional material. They may, for

example, provide a video clip of a pay-per-view

selection being promo*-- 1 s"ch.?s a video clip of . the

mov-i o To^ina^r Text display areas may display text -

ascribing the promotional video ("tagging"

20 information) . ; rogram listings areas ma~y display

tfe^^v^^^un ^j.ogram listings in any suitable format,

such as any suitable list, table, or grid.

Display areas may be sized to occupy

predefined portions of the screen. They may, for

25 example, be sized to fit in the right or left quarter

of the screen, in the top or bottom half of the screen,

in the top or bottom one-third of the screen, in the

top or bottom two-thirds of the screen, as a full

screen, etc. Display areas may display promotional

30 events that correspond to the display area type (e.g.,

text, video program listings, etc.).

FIG. 2a shows one suitable combination of

display areas for a passive television, program guide.
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Illustrative video product display screen 80 may

include, for example, video promotion area 82, text

display area 84, and program listings area 85. Video

display area 82 may be sized, for example, to fit in

5 the top left quarter of the display screen. Video

display area 82 may display video clips, such as a

video clip of the movie Terminator. Text promotion

area 84 may be sized, for example, to fit in the top

right quarter of the screen may be used to display

10 tagging information about when Terminator airs and on

what channel it airs. Video promotion area 84 and text

promotion area 82 may be switched if desired.

FIG. 2a also illustrates the display of

program listings grid 88 in program listings area 85.

15 Program listings area 85 has been sized, for example,

to fit in the bottom half of the screen. Program

listings grid 88 may be divided into a number of

columns 90 which correspond to program broadcast times

and which may be equally spaced apart (e.g., in thirty-

20 minute steps), and a number of rows 92 where each row

92 corresponds to a different channel. Program

listings grid 88 may be scrolled continuously or have

its pages changed periodically to display program

listings for additional channels. Program listings may

25 be displayed in the grid in sub-sets according to one

or more organization criteria and sorted in various

ways. The current time may be displayed by clock 101.

Another suitable illustrative video product

display screen for a passive guide is shown in FIG. 2b.

30 Passive guide display screen 81 of FIG. 2b may include,

for example, video display area 91 and program listings

area 86. Video display area may, for example, be sized
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to fit in the top-half portion of passive guide display

screen 81.

FIG. 2c shows illustrative video product

display screen 83 for a promotional video channel

5 product. Promotional video channel display screen 83

may include, for example, video display 87 area and

text display area 89* Video display area 87 may be

sized to fit the full screen, with overlaid text

display area 89 displayed when appropriate. Video

10 display area 87 may display promotions, short form

videos, and trailers to provide users with information

about television programming, related products, and

other television-related subject matter.

Text display area 89 may be displayed when it

15 is desired to use textual information to supplement or

explain a displayed video. An example of such

information may include ordering information for pay-

per-view programs. There may be times, however, when

there is no textual information available for a video,

20 or when the display of textual information is

unnecessary for a video. Such videos may include, for

example, movie review segments, mini-infomercials, or

other similar short-form videos.

Promotional material display screens 80, 81,

25 and 83 of FIGS. 2a-2c are only illustrative, and any

suitable combination and arrangement of display areas

may be used by system 10 to provide a number of

different video products with different video product

display screens that differ in appearance.

30 Another television product that main facility

12 may supply is an interactive television program

guide. For clarity, an interactive television program

guide is described in connection with a system
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arrangement in which program guide data is distributed

from a main facility to an interactive television

program guide implemented on user television equipment

22 via television distribution facility 16. Other

5 suitable systems involve arrangements in which data is

distributed to a program guide implemented on user

television equipment .22 using other suitable

distribution schemes. If desired/ the interactive

television program guide application may be implemented

10 using a client-server architecture in which the primary

processing power for the application is provided by a

server located at, for example, television distribution

facility 16 or main facility 12 (not shown) , and user

television equipment 22 acts as a client processor. In

15 two-way environments, distribution equipment 21 may be

provided with the capability to process requests from

user television equipment 22 (e.g., for pay-per-view

ordering, and the like) . In another approach, program

guide display pages may be generated at television

20 distribution facility 16 using high-end graphics engine

or video production equipment. The display pages are

then encoded into an MPEG or other suitable digital

format for distribution. The program guide display

pages may be decoded by user television equipment 22 to

25 produce program guide display screens seen by the user.

Client-server based program guides of this type are

described, for example, in Marshall et al. U.S. Patent

application Serial No. 09/330,501, filed June 11, 1999,

which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its

30 entirety.

The interactive television program guide may

also obtain program guide data from the Internet via,

for example, a cable modem and Internet link. In still
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another suitable approach, an interactive television

guide may create a hybrid passive-interactive

television guide by, for example, overlaying program

guide data over a passive guide channel. Various

5 architectures for interactive television program guide

systems are described in Knudson et al. U.S. patent

application Serial No. 09/357,941, filed July 16, 1999

(Attorney Docket No. UV-114) , which is hereby

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

10 The television-programming-related data

provided by data source 14 may include program guide

data. Program guide data may include television

programming data (e.g., program identifiers, times,

channels, titles, and descriptions) and data for

15 services other than. television program listings (e.g.,

help text, pay-per-view information, weather

information, sports information, music channel

information, associated Internet web links, associated

software, etc.). Program guide data may be distributed

20 by main facility 12 to television distribution facility

16 via link 18. Television distribution facility 16

may distribute the program guide data with distribution

equipment 21.

Distribution equipment 21 of FIG. 1 may

25 include any equipment suitable for providing program

guide data to user television equipment 22 over

communications path 20. Distribution equipment 21 may

include, for example, suitable transmission hardware

for distributing program guide data on a television

30 channel sideband, in the vertical blanking interval of

a television channel, using an in-band digital signal,

using an out-of-band digital signal, or by any other

suitable data transmission technique. Analog or
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may also be distributed by distribution equipment 21 to

user television equipment 22 over communications

paths 20 on, for example, multiple television channels.

5 Communications paths 20 may be any

communications paths suitable for distributing program

guide data. Communications paths 20 may include, for

example, a satellite link, a telephone network link, a

cable or fiber optic link, a microwave link, an

10 Internet link, a cable modem link such as a data-over-

cable service interface specification (DOCSIS) link, a

combination of such links, or any other suitable

communications link. Communications paths 20

preferably allow television distribution facility 16 to

15 distribute television programming to user television

equipment 22. There are typically multiple user

television equipment devices 22 and multiple associated

communications paths 20. If desired, television

programming may be provided over separate

20 communications paths.

Communications paths 20 and the portion of

Internet links 19 that connect user television

equipment 22 to Internet service system 61 have been

shown in FIG. 1 as separate links. These links may be

25 provided over the same physical path if desired. For

example, television programming channels, video

products, and interactive program guide data may be

provided over a single coaxial cable or fiber that has

the capability to support both video and data. An

30 Internet or DOCSIS link may be provided on such a

coaxial cable or fiber to support data and/or video.

Data may be transmitted by main facility 12

to television distribution facility 16 using any
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suitable approach. Data files may, for example, be

encapsulated as objects and transmitted using a

suitable Internet based addressing scheme and protocol

stack (e.g., a stack which uses the user datagram

5 protocol (UDP) and Internet protocol (IP)). Systems in

which data is transmitted from a main facility to

television distribution facilities are described in the

above-mentioned Gollahon et al. U.S. patent application

Serial No. 09/332,624, filed June 11, 1999.

10 Before describing illustrative program guide

display screens, a description of an illustrative

arrangement for user television equipment 22 follows

for purposes of understanding how program guide display

screens and other display screens may be generated. An

15 illustrative arrangement for user television equipment

22 is shown in FIG. 3. User television equipment 22 of

FIG. 3 receives video and data from television

distribution facility 16 of FIG. 1 at input 26. During

normal television viewing, a user tunes set-top box 28

20 to a desired television channel. The signal for that

television channel is provided at video output 30. The

signal supplied at output 30 is typically either a

radio-frequency (RF) signal on a predefined channel

(e.g., channel 3 or 4), or an analog demodulated video

25 signal, but may also be a digital signal provided to

television 36 on an appropriate digital bus (e.g., a

bus using the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) 1394 standard) . The video signal at

output 30 may be received by optional secondary storage

30 device 32.

The interactive television program guide and

other applications (whether separate or integrated into

an operating system) may run on set-top box 28, on
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television 36 (if television 36 has suitable processing

circuitry and memory) , on a suitable analog or digital

receiver connected to television 36, or on digital

storage device 31 if digital storage device 31 has

5 suitable processing circuitry and memory. The

interactive television program guide and other

applications may also run cooperatively on a suitable

combination of these devices. Interactive television

application systems in which a cooperative interactive

10 television program guide application runs on multiple

devices are described in Ellis U.S. patent application

Serial No. 09/186,598, filed November 5, 1998, which is

hereby incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety.

15 Secondary storage device 32 can be any

suitable type of analog or digital program storage

device or player (e.g., a videocassette recorder, a

digital versatile disc (DVD) player, etc.). Program

recording and other features may be controlled by

20 set-top box 28 using control path 34. If secondary

storage device 32 is a videocassette recorder, for

example, a typical control path 34 may involve the use

of an infrared transmitter coupled to the infrared

receiver in the videocassette recorder that normally

25 accepts commands from a remote control such as remote

control 40. Remote control 40 may be used to control

set-top box 28, secondary storage device 32, and

television 36.

If desired, a user may record programs,

30 program guide data, or a combination thereof in digital

form on optional digital storage device 31. Digital

storage device 31 may be a writeable optical storage

device (such as a DVD player capable of handling
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recordable DVD discs), a magnetic storage device (such

as a disk drive or digital tape) , or any other digital

storage device. Interactive television program guide

systems that have digital storage devices are

5 described, for example, in Hassell et al. U.S. patent

application Serial No. 09/157,256, filed September 17,

1998, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein

in its entirety.

Digital storage device 31 may be contained in

10 set-top box 28 or it may be an external device

connected to set-top box 28 via an output port and

appropriate interface. Digital storage device 31 may,

for example, be contained in local media server 29. If

necessary, processing circuitry in set-top box 28

15 formats the received video, audio and data signals into

a digital file format. Preferably, the file format is

an open file format such as the Moving Picture Experts

Group (MPEG) MPEG-2 standard or the Moving Joint

Photographic Experts Group (MJPEG) standard. The

20 resulting data is streamed to digital storage device 31

via an appropriate bus (e.g., a bus using the Institute

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 1394

standard), and is stored on digital storage device 31.

In another suitable approach, an MPEG-2 data stream or

25 series of files may be received from distribution

equipment 21 and stored.

Television 36 receives video signals from

secondary storage device 32 via communications path 38.

The video signals on communications path 38 may either

30 be generated by secondary storage device 32 when

playing back a prerecorded storage medium (e.g., a

videocassette or a recordable digital video disc) , by

digital storage device 31 when playing back a pre-
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recorded digital medium, may be passed through from

set-top box 28, may be provided directly to television

36 from set-top box 28 if secondary storage device 32

is not included in user television equipment 22, or may

5 be received directly by . television 36. During normal

television viewing, the video signals provided to

television 3 6 correspond to the desired channel to

which a user has tuned with set-top box 28. Video

signals may also be provided to television 36 by set-

10 top box 28 when set-top box 28 is used to play back

information stored on digital storage device 31.

Set-top box 28 may have memory 44. Memory 44

may be any memory or other storage device, such as a

random access memory (RAM) , read only memory (ROM) ,

15 flash memory, a hard disk drive, a combination of such

devices, etc., that is suitable for storing program

guide application instructions or instructions for

other applications and program guide data or other data

for use by control circuitry 44. Set-top box 28 may

20 also have communications device 37 for communicating

with Internet server 15 via Internet service system 61

and Internet link 19. Communications device 37 may be

a modem (e.g., any suitable analog or digital standard,

cellular, or cable modem) , network interface card

25 (e.g., an Ethernet card, Token ring card, etc.), or

other suitable communications device. In an

alternative arrangement, television 36 may have

suitable communications device 37.

A more generalized embodiment of user

30 television equipment 22 of FIG. 3 is shown in FIG. 4.

As shown in FIG. 4, program guide data from television

distribution facility 16 (FIG. 1) is received by

control circuitry 42 of user television equipment 22.
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The functions of control circuitry 42 may be provided

using the set-top box arrangement of FIGS. 2a and 2b.

Alternatively, these functions may be integrated into

an advanced television receiver, personal computer

5 television (PC/TV), or any other suitable arrangement.

If desired, a combination of such arrangements may be

used.

User television equipment 22 may also have

secondary storage device 47 and digital storage device

10 49 for recording oroaramming . secondary storage device

h i can be any suitable type of analog or digital

program storage device (e.g., a videocassette recoj:^

a digital versatile disc (DVD), etc.). Program

- - -* '
u - f_ La^es may be controller! hv

Id rnnt-rol circuitry 42. Digital storage device .49 may

be, for example* a writeable optical storage device

(such as a DVD player capable of handling recordable

DVD discs), a magnetic storage device (such as a disk

drive or digital tape) , or any other digital storage

2 0 devire.

User television equipment 22 may also have

memory 63. Memory 63 may be any memory or other

storage device, such as a random access memory (RAM)

,

read only memory (ROM) , flash memory, a hard disk

25 drive, a combination of such devices, etc., that is

suitable for storing program guide application

instructions and program guide data for use by control

circuitry 42.

User television equipment 22 of FIG. 4 may

30 also have communications device 51 for supporting

communications between the program guide or other

application and Internet server 15 via Internet service

system 61 and Internet link 19. Communications
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device 51 may be a modem (e.g., any suitable analog or

digital standard, cellular, or cable modem) , network

interface card (e.g., an Ethernet card, Token ring

card, etc.), or other suitable communications device.

5 A user controls the operation of user

television equipment 22 with user input device 46.

User input device 4 6 .may be a pointing device, wireless

remote control, keyboard, touch-pad, voice recognition

system, or any other suitable user input device. To

10 watch television, a user instructs control circuitry 42

to display a desired television channel on display

device 45. To access the functions of an interactive

television program guide, an enhanced video product, or

other television-related product, a user may enter

15 suitable commands using user input device 46. To

access the features of an interactive television

program guide, for example, a user may instruct the

program guide to generate a main menu or other desired

program guide display screen for display on display

20 device 45.

The program guide may provide users with an

opportunity to access program guide features through a

main menu. A main menu screen, such as illustrative

main menu screen 100 of FIG. 5, may include menu 102 of

25 selectable program guide features 106. If desired,

program guide features 106 may be organized according

to feature type. In menu 102, for example, program

guide features 106 have been organized into three

columns. The column labeled "TV GUIDE" is for features

30 related to listings, the column labeled "MSO SHOWCASE"

is for features related to multiple system operator

(MSO) services, and the column labeled "VIEWER

SERVICES" is for features related to viewer services.
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The interactive television program guide may generate a

display screen for a particular program guide feature

when a user selects that feature from menu 102.

Main menu screen 100 may also include other

5 screen elements, such as active display element 112.

Active display element 112 may be any graphic,

animation, interactive graphic or animation, video clip

or other suitable display element. Active display

element 12 may display, for example, a brand logo, the

10 video currently distributed as part of a video product,

or any other suitable television-related graphic or

video. The current time may be displayed in clock

display region 116. In addition, a suitable indicator

such as indicator graphic 118 may be used to indicate

15 to a user that mail from a cable operator is waiting

for a user if the program guide supports messaging

functions

.

The interactive television program guide may

provide users with access to any number of functions,

20 as indicated by selectable features 106. For brevity,

only an illustrative subset of such possible features

is described to illustrate the principles of the

present invention. The interactive television program

guide may, for example, provide a user with an

25 opportunity to view television program listings. A

user may indicate a desire to view program listings by,

for example, positioning highlight region 151 over a

desired program guide feature 106. Alternatively, the

program guide may present program listings when a user

30 presses a suitable key (e.g., a "list" key) on remote

control 40. When a user indicates a desire to view

television program listings, the program guide

generates an appropriate program listings screen for
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display on display device 45 (FIG. 4) . Program

listings screens may be overlaid on a program being

viewed by a user or overlaid on a portion of the

program in a "browse" mode.

5 A program listings screen may contain one or

more groups or lists of program listings organized

according to one or more organization criteria (e.g.,

by time, by channel, by program category, etc.). The

program guide may, for example, provide a user with an

10 opportunity to view listings by time, by channel,

according to a number of categories (e.g., movies,

sports, children, etc.), or may allow a user to search

for a listing by title. Program listings may be

displayed using any suitable list, table, grid, or

15 other suitable display arrangement. If desired,

program listings screens may include selectable

advertisements, product brand logo graphics, service

provider brand graphics, clocks, or any other suitable

indicator or graphic.

20 A user may indicate a desire to view program

listings by time, channel, or category by, for example,

selecting a selectable feature 106 from menu 102. The

program guide may display program listings in a

suitable program listings screen on user television

25 equipment 22. FIG. 6 illustrates the display of

program listings by time. Program listings screen 130

of FIG. 6 may include highlight region 151, which

highlights the current program listing 150. A user may

position highlight region 151 by entering appropriate

30 commands with user input device 46. For example, if

user input device 46 has a keypad, a user can position

highlight region 151 using "up" and "down" arrow keys,

or other suitable keys. A user may select a listing
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by, for example, pressing an "OK" or "info" key, or by

pulling a trigger. Alternatively, a touch sensitive

screen, trackball, voice recognition device, or other

suitable device may be used to move highlight region

5 151 or to select program listings without the use of

highlight region 151. In still another approach, a

user may speak into a voice request recognition system

to input a television program listing. These methods

of selecting program listings are merely illustrative,

10 and may also be used in an enhanced video product. Any

other suitable approach for selecting program listings

or interacting with television-related applications

using user television equipment 22 may be used if

desired.

15 A user may view additional listings for the

time slot indicated in timebar 111 by, for example,

pressing an "up" or "down" arrow, or a "page up" or

"page down" key on remote control 40. The user may

also see listings for the next 24 hour period, or the

20 last 24 hour period, by pressing a "day forward" or

"day backward" key on remote control 40, respectively.

If there are no listings starting exactly 24 hours in

the indicated direction, the program guide may pick

programs starting at either closer or further than 24

25 hours away. A user may view program listings for other

time slots by, for example, pressing "right" and "left"

arrows on remote control 40.

FIG. 1 illustrates the display of program

listings by channel. A user may scroll up and down to

30 view program listings for additional time slots, and

may scroll left and right to view program listings for

other channels. If desired, the day for which program
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listings are displayed may be included in display

area 147 with the channel number as shown.

The program guide may provide users with an

opportunity to view program listings sorted by

5 category. A user may, for example, press a special

category key on remote control 40 (e.g., "movies",

"sports", "children",, etc.), select a selectable

category feature from main menu screen 100 (FIG. 5), or

may indicate a desire to view program. listings by

10 category using any other suitable approach. FIG. 8a is

an illustrative program listings screen in which

program listings for movies are displayed. FIG. 8b is

an illustrative program listings screen in which

program listings for sports-related programming are

15 displayed. FIG. 8c is an illustrative program listings

screen in which program listings for children's

programs are displayed.

Program listings within lists such as lists

129 or FIGS. 8a-8c may be divided into predefined time

20 slots such as 30 minute time slots. Between each time

slot, a separator 128 may be displayed to indicate to a

user that a user has scrolled or paged program listings

from one time slot to the next. In FIG. 7 for example,

a user is scrolling from program listings in the

25 11:30 PM to the 12:00 AM time slot. The name of the

next week day may be displayed if desired. In FIGS.

8a-8c, for example, a user is scrolling from program

listings in the 12:30 PM time slot to program listings

in the 1:00 PM time slot. When the user scrolls within

30 listings, highlight region 151 may skip separator 128.

Interactive guide systems that display separators

within lists of listings are described, for example, in

above-mentioned Knudson et al. U.S* patent application
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Serial No. 09/357,941, filed July 16, 1999 (Attorney

Docket No. UV-114)

.

The program listings display screens such as

the screens of FIGS. 6, 7, 8a, 8b, and 8c have may

5 include various other screen elements. Program

listings display screens may include, for example,

graphics, clocks, message indicators, or any other

suitable screen element.

What has thus far been described is a system

10 in which a number of separate television-related

products are provided to a number of users for display

on their user television equipment. Three illustrative

products have been described — a passive, television

program guide product, a promotional video channel

15 product, and an interactive television program guide

product. Each product has one or more display screens

containing television-related information (e.g.,

television programming related data, program guide

data, etc. )

.

20 The content and functionality of each of

these products may be augmented by Internet-delivered

television-related information. The content and user

interface for these products may be coordinated by

maintaining a single database of television-related

25 information, copies of which may be maintained by

multiple data sources at one or more facilities (e.g.,

main facility 12) . If desired, the display screens of

each of these products may have a similar appearance,

so that the user may not be made aware of the

30 particular source of television-related information

being presented.

Main facility 12 of FIG. 1 may distribute

television-related data from data source 14 to user
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television equipment 22 via a Internet server 15

located at main facility 12 and Internet link 19. If

desired, multiple Internet servers 15 may be used.

Internet servers 15 may be located at main facility 12,

5 may be remote from main facility 12, or a combination

thereof. Remote Internet servers 15 may communicate

with main facility 12 via the Internet or any other

suitable communications path. Internet server 15 may

be any combination of hardware and software suitable

10 for providing television-programming-related data from

an Internet site, such as a web site. Internet server

15 may, for example, provide data in files transferred

using the file transfer protocol (FTP) . Preferably,

Internet server 15 formulates web pages (e.g., using

15 the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) ) that include the

television programming related data, and provides the

web pages to users via a suitable Internet based

protocol or combination of protocols (e.g., using the

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) over a Transfer

20 Control Protocol/Internet Control Protocol (TCP/IP)

link)

.

User television equipment 22 may access

Internet server 15 via Internet service system 61 and

Internet link 19. Internet service system 16 may use

25 any suitable combination of hardware and software

capable of providing Internet access to user television

equipment 22. If desired, Internet service system 61

may be located at a facility that is separate from

television distribution facility 16.

30 Control circuitry 42 (FIG. 4) of user

television equipment 22 may be programmed to augment

the display screens and functionality of the various

products using any approach suitable to each type of
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product. For video products such as a passive program

guide with video or a promotional video channel,

control circuitry 42 may overlay interactive web pages

over the display screen of the products to create a

5 form of hybrid passive/interactive product.

Television distribution facility 16 may

distribute an identifier to user television

equipment 22 identifying a given television channel

(analog or digital) as being associated with a

10 particular product. Identifiers may be distributed by

distribution equipment 21 using any suitable approach

(in-band, out-of-band, continuously, periodically, in

response to requests, etc.). When a user tunes to a

particular video product, for example, control

15 circuitry 42 may detect the identifier and query

Internet servers 15 for one or more markup language

documents. The query may identify the current channel,

the user, the address of user television equipment 22

within system 10, the time of day, or any other

20 suitable information.

In an alternative approach, video products

may be augmented by suitable hardware and software at

television distribution facility 16. Screen generator

28 may, for example, obtain Internet delivered

25 information via Internet service system 61 or reception

system 23 and may generate video product display

screens having the Internet-delivered information. The

augmented display screens may be distributed by

distribution equipment 21 to user television equipment

30 21. While this approach may not add interactive

functionality to the video products, it may tend to

lessen the memory and processing requirements of

control circuitry 42.
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For an interactive television program guide

product, control circuitry 42 may store

Internet-delivered markup language documents in memory

63. Each document may, for example, include a screen

5 identifier in its header and may be indexed in memory

63 according to its screen identifier. The interactive

television program guide may be configured, for

example, to examine memory 63 each time a user accesses

a different display screen. The program guide

10 determines whether there is a substitute markup

language document corresponding to the screen accessed

by the user and if there is such a document, may

display the screen defined by that document. Control

circuitry 42 may query Internet servers 15 for markup

15 language documents each time the user indicates a

desire to access a display screen. If no markup

language document is available, the interactive guide

may display its default style screen and appropriate

content. If desired, many multiple markup language

20 documents may be preloaded and stored in memory 63

simultaneously. Alternatively, fewer markup language

documents may be stored in memory 63, but more may be

retrieved as needed using their universal resource

locators (URLs) . How many markup language documents

25 are preloaded may depend, for example, on the amount of

free memory in memory 63.

Initiating and maintaining an Internet

session between control circuitry 42 and a Internet

server 15 is preferably transparent to the user.

30 Control circuitry 42 may be programmed, for example,

with a web browser that has had its "chrome" removed —
that is, a web browser that has been permanently

configured or temporarily instructed not to display a
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customary web navigation interface for the user. This

allows the user television equipment to display passive

guide display screens, promotional video channel

display screens, interactive television program guide

5 display screens and the like that contain information

and interactive features based on a markup language

document, without the user knowing that such augmented

functions are being provided in a different way than

the normal display screens are provided. Control

10 circuitry 42 may detect a video product identifier

(e.g., from an in-band signal), initiate an Internet

connection via suitable cable modem circuitry, launch

the web browser without chrome, and download one or

more markup language documents from a Internet server

15 15. In addition, because the markup language documents

are centrally managed, functions based on the documents

that are added to the video products and functions that

are added to the interactive guide based on the

documents may be presented in a manner consistent

20 between the products.

Any suitable markup language may be used.

The markup language document may be defined, for

example, using markup languages such as the HyperText

Markup Language (HTML) , Dynamic HyperText Markup

25 Language (DHTML), or Extensible Markup Language (XML).

Electronic program guide systems in which program guide

display screen layout and functionality are updated

using markup language documents are described, for

example, in Lemmons et al . U.S. patent application

30 Serial No. 09/227,358, filed January 8, 1999, which is

hereby incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety.
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FIG. 9a illustrates how a markup language

document may define a display screen for a television

product such as the passive program guide shown in FIG.

2a. In practice, the markup language documents may be

5 continuous, from top to bottom, and the attributes of

display items may immediately follow below a display

item tag. Markup language document 300 has been

illustrated, however, as having left and right portions

302 and 304 to more clearly illustrate the principles

10 of the present invention. Portion 302 of markup

language document 300 illustrates how display element

identifier 330 may be tagged by tags 306. Portion 304

of markup language document 300 illustrates how display

element attributes may be organized into sets using

15 markup language documents and assigned using the tags.

As shown in FIG. 9a, display element

attributes 310 and 312 may be organized into sets 313,

315, and 317. Each display element may be assigned a

set of attributes. Markup language document 300 may

20 tag display element identifiers 330 using tags 306.

Tags 306 are generically labeled Tl, T2, and T3 to

indicate which display element is being tagged (display

element 1, display element 2, and display element 3,

respectively) . Tags 306 have associated attributes 310

25 (e.g., Al, A2, A4, A5, A7, and A8) from the sets that

may indicate, for example, where on the display screen

the display elements will be placed, their size, and

how they will be styled (e.g., color, font special

effects, etc.). To generate a display screen such as

30 screen 308, the interactive program guide may parse the

markup language document, extract the style and layout

information, and generate a display screen accordingly.
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FIG. 9a also illustrates how the

- functionality or a television product may oe aerinp^

using markup language document 3n*v The program guide

(or other product; may have been preprogrammed with a

5 larae number of actions. Portion 304 of markup

language document- inay be used to select from those

actions the actions that are suitable for a particular

dispJ^v oiftment. Associated actions may mciuae, to.

example, the actions of displaying information in a

10 particular display screen when a user selects a disple

element, tuning to a particular video product when a

user selects a display element, performing a video

product function (e.g. ordering merchandise, ordering a

pay-per-view program, setting a reminder, etc.), or any

15 other suitable action. Attributes ja*. may auc^-^—
in rue ^ -L * „^uributes 313, 315, and 317 to indicate

the selected actions. While a display item may have

multiple associated actions (e.g., a menu), only one

attribute 312 has been shown for each set to avoid

20 overcomplicating the drawing. The actions may be

assigned to display elements 314 as indicated in FIG.

9a using tags 306.

FIG. 9b illustrates how the display

characteristics of display screen 308 may be changed or

25 modified by rearranging and restyling display elements

314 using a different markup language document, such as

markup language document 340. As shown, markup

language document 340 may use tags 306 to assign sets

of attributes to the display items. When control

30 circuitry 42 (or software running on control

circuitry 42) interprets markup language document 340,

it obtains the new or changed attributes 310' from the

sets and uses tags 306 to generate, for example,
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display screen 308 1 with display elements 314 f

. As

illustrated when display screen 308' is compared with

display screen 308 of FIG. 9a, display elements 314 may

be deleted, resized, repositioned. Display elements

5 may also be restyled or added (not shown) . Thus, a

first markup language document (300) may be used by

control circuitry 42 to generate a first display screen

308, and a second markup language document (340) may be

used to modify the display screen (308 1

) (e.g.,

10 reposition, resize, and restyle display elements 314)

or define an entirely new display screen.

FIG. 9b also illustrates how different

actions for the display elements may be assigned using

markup language documents. Different actions may be

15 included in the sets as illustrated when comparing sets

313 and 317 of FIG. 9a with sets 313' and 317' of

FIG. 9b. New actions may be indicated and previously

indicated actions dropped, as illustrated by set 317 1

and 315'. In addition, the actions may be selected for

20 different display elements as shown in set 313 1 (e.g.,

A7 was moved from set 317 of FIG. 9a to set 313 1 of

FIG. 9b)

.

New actions may be added through the use or

Internet-delivered applets, such as ActiveX components,

2\ Java applets, executable files, r any other suitable

interpreter ^ i-t^hip moduj . Markup language

documents, for example, may be supplemented with Java

applets that are stored and run by a Java virtual

machine running on control circuitry 42. Using

30 Internet technologies and drawing on Internet resources

may potentially provide a large amount of information

and functions previously unavailable to the video

products. The products may be provided with a
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consistent user interface, thereby making the

transition between products seamless and the source of

video product information transparent to the user.

As an overview, users may be provided with

5 the enhanced content and functionality of video

products by first accessing a product. Control

circuitry 42 (or suitable software running on control

circuitry 42) may determine which product the user has

accessed by, for example, detectina a pr^uct

10 identifier in a data stream, obtainina the iH^^-/*' .

from an interactive guiue, or u^ing any nf.hr- ^'nt- u ^

approach. Control circuitry 42 may in turn launch a

web browser to initiate an Internet session with one or

more Internet server 15 via Internet link 19 (FIG. 1)

.

15 For purposes of illustration references to a Internet

server 15 are intended to refer to one or more Internet

servers 15.

The Internet session may last while the user

access the video product, for a predefined period of

20 time, until a display screen has been displayed, or for

any other suitable duration. Control circuitry 42 may

query Internet server 15 for any additional television-

related information for the product. Internet server

15 may provide such information in the form of, for

25 example, markup language documents, which may indicate

ar^-= • i -J- ^->Hnrf content fnnnt"5 ^alitv The

information that is provided may be synchronized with

the current display of the video product _c ~~—^xw
if a promotional video cnannel pj-udUwu +a showing a

30 video clip of an actor interview, the additional

information may include an information screen that

provides a user with the actor's biography and

cinematography

.
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Synchronizing the content of

Internet-delivered television-related information with

the display of a video product *nay be accompli she-r*

using any suitable scheme. Markup language documents

may, roi example, be stored by Internet serw r

indexed by time, date, and video product, Jontrol

-i ^cuitr^ 4z may p^oviae cne current u-l*.... date, and an

identifier of the accessed video product to Internet

server 15 when querying Internet server 15 for

10 television-related information. Alternatively, -d«."

T
. k. Qj. fcJ^j.dy'

J
scj.'een may be uniquely

identified. When a user performs an activity that

requires the display of an additional screen or

additional information, control circuitry 42 may

15 provide a display screen identifier as^^i^tpn wi ^
that activity to Internet server 15. In either

approach, inlsii^ . _ ._ ~- _ -rjnnay use the information

that is provided to construct a relational database

query, such as a Standard Query Language (SQL) query,

20 retrieve the desired information, format the

information into a markup language document, and

provide the markup language document back to user

television equipment 22 for display by control

circuitry 42.

25 FIGS. 10a and 10b show a flow diagram of

illustrative paths between video products that may be

provided by augmenting the content and functionality of

video products in accordance with the principles of the

present invention. For purposes of illustration, the

30 discussion of FIGS. 10a and 10b will begin from the

reference point of a user having accessed a promotional

video channel product (step 1000) . In response,

control circuitry 42 may query Internet server 15 for
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any additional television-related information for the

promotional video channel product (step 1010) . If

there is no additional information, control circuitry

may provide the user with access to the promotional

5 video channel product in its original form, as shown in

FIG. 2c for example (step 1020).

If Internet server 15 has additional

information, control circuitry 42 may obtain the

information and augment the content and functionality

10 of the promotional video channel product as shown, for

example, in FIG. 11 (step 1030) . Instead of the non-

interactive text display area shown in FIG. 2c, the

augmented promotional video channel product may have

interactive overlay 500. In the example of FIG. 11,

15 the promotional video channel product is currently

playing a video preview of the movie Stargate.

Accordingly, the television-related information

provided by Internet server 15 may include program

listings information for the movie Stargate displayed

20 in overlay 500. Overlay 500 may be, for example, a

markup language document that displays the title of a

movie being previewed, the channel on which it is

available, and its air time. Overlay 500 may also

display the current time.

25 Overlay 500 may be displayed on a screen for

a predefined period of time after the user tunes to the

promotional video channel and may then be removed from

the screen using any suitable approach. Overlay 500

may, for example, "slide" off of the screen from right

30 to left. Overlay 500 may reappear when, for example,

the user presses an arrow key on remote control 40, or

when some other real-time event occurs related to the

promotional video channel product channel. The
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promotional video channel product may, for example, cut

into a movie review to present a commercial or other

advertisement. Overlay 500 may be redisplayed by

control circuitry 42 after the promotional video

5 channel product returns to the movie review.

Coordinating the display of overlay 500 with such a

real-time event may be accomplished using any suitable

approach. For example, an indicator may be distributed

in-band on the promotional video channel product

10 channel that indicates to control circuitry 42 that a

commercial is being played.

The functionality of the promotional video

channel product may be augmented by, for example,

providing users with an opportunity to view program

15 listings and other information for programs promoted by

the promotional video channel product. When, for

example, a user selects "More Shows" feature 510,

control circuitry 15 may query Internet server 15 for

additional information when, for example, the screens

20 or overlays necessary to provide a user with an

opportunity to view additional information have not

already been downloaded and stored in memory 63 (not

shown) . Additional information may include a markup

language document that defines a menu screen

25 hereinafter referred to as a "more shows" screen, that

is displayed by control circuitry 42 on user television

equipment 22 (step 1040)

.

An illustrative more shows screen 1201 is

shown in FIG. 12. More shows screen 1201 may include

30 an active display element that displays, for example, a

still graphic of the last frame shown by the

promotional video channel product, or the current video

carried on the channel. Control circuitry 42 may also
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play the audio from the promotional video channel

product

.

More shows screen 1201 may display a number

of selectable features 106 that a user may select to

5 access the augmented content and functions of the video

channel product. The user may, for example, access

program listings for .all promoted programs or for

promoted programs of a particular genre (e.g., movies,

actions, comedies, sports, game shows, etc.) by

10 selecting its selectable feature 106, The user may

also access another video product from more shows

screen 1201, such as a passive program guide. The user

may return to the promotional video channel product by

selecting a suitable selectable feature. More shows

15 screen 1201 may be designed to look similar to main

menu screen 102 (FIG. 5) of an interactive television

program guide to better facilitate the seamless

transmission from one video product to another.

A user may select a particular selectable

20 feature 106 by, for example, using arrow keys on remote

control 40 to position highlight region 151 over the

desired selectable feature and pressing an "Ok" key on

remote control 40. When a user selects a selectable

feature 106, such as a selectable "Drama" feature,

25 control circuitry 42 may query Internet server 15 for

additional information when, for example, the screens

or overlays necessary to provide a user with an

opportunity to view additional information have not

already been downloaded and stored in memory 63 (not

30 shown) . The additional information may, in this

example, include program listings for drama programs.

Control circuitry 42 may display the program listings

of the selected genre in a program listings screen,
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such as illustrative program listings screen 1301 of

FIG. 13 (step 1050)

.

Program listings screens for video products,

such as program listings screen 1301 of FIG, 13, may be

5 designed to look similar to the program listings

screens of FIGS. 6-8c to make the transition from an

interactive program guide to a video product seamless

to the user. Program listings screens for video

products, however, may be slightly different than those

10 of interactive guides when, for example, slightly

different looks or features are desired. Designing

multiple television products within a system to

supplement each other may provide a viewing and

interactive television experience that increases user

15 interest and loyalty to the product line.

Listings for promoted programs may be

displayed according to any suitable organization

criteria. FIG. 13 shows the display of listings by

time, but listings may be resorted and displayed by

20 circuitry 42 when, for example, the user arrows right

or left with remote control 40. Text display area 1303

may display a brief description of the currently

highlighted listing. In this example, the user has

positioned highlight region 151 over the listing for

2 5 The Rainmaker. If desired, the next air time and the

rating of programs may be displayed. FIG. 13 shows an

illustrative program listings screen for drama pay-per-

view programs, but the listings screen may be used to

display listings using for any suitable category, and

30 may also display listings for all categories. If

desired, the listings may be associated with program

videos in a video-on-demand (VOD) library. Users may

select the listings to view the programs on-demand.
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Another illustrative additional function that

may be provided by augmenting a television product with

Internet-delivered television-related information is

providing additional program information when, for

5 example, a user indicates a desire to do so. Users may

indicate a desire to view additional program

information by, for example, selecting a program

listing from within a program listings screen of an

interactive program guide (e.g., FIGS. 6-8c) , or from

10 within a program listings screen that augments a video

product (e.g., screen 1301 of FIG. 13). When a user

indicates a desire to view program information, control

circuitry 42 may query Internet server 15 for

additional information when, for example, the screens

15 or overlays necessary to provide a user with an

opportunity to view additional information have not

already been downloaded and stored in memory 63 (not

shown) . The additional information may, in this

example, include program information that control

20 circuitry 42 displays in a program information screen

(step 1060) . An illustrative program information

screen 1401 is shown in FIG. 14.

Program information screen 1401 of FIG. 14

shows an illustrative navigator 1403 that may be

25 displayed within television product display screens to

provide users with a consistent looking navigational

tool for navigating among the video products and the

additional screens that are provided via Internet

server 15. Navigator 1403 may provide users with an

30 opportunity to, for example, view program information,

access a screening room, purchase merchandise, access a

passive program guide, access a promotional video

channel product, or perform any other suitable action.
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Users may perform such functions by, for example,

selecting selectable features 106 with highlight region

151. Program information screen 1401 may include, for

example, a graphic still of the program associated with

5 the selected listing and may play the audio of the

video product from which the user entered program

information screen 1401- Program information screen

1401 may also include, for example, a brief description

of the program associated with the listing, the

10 program's title, rating, air times and any other

suitable information. The user may view additional,

undisplayed air times for a program by, for example,

moving right or left using arrow keys on remote control

40.

15 A user may also access a screening room from

program information screen 1401. Screening rooms are

display screens in which video clips of programs are

displayed. When a user indicates a desire to access a

screening room by, for example, selecting an on-screen

20 selectable Screening Room feature 106, control

circuitry 42 may query Internet server 15 for

additional information (e.g., when the screens or

overlays necessary to provide a user with an

opportunity to view the screening room and

25 corresponding clip have not already been downloaded and

stored in memory 63) . The additional information may,

in this example, include a video clip for the screening

room. Video clips may be downloaded in any suitable

digital video format, such as the Moving Picture

30 Experts Group (MPEG) MPEG-2 format. Control circuitry

42 may display the video clip on user television

equipment 22 in a screening room display screen (step

1070 of FIG . 10b)

.
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An illustrative screening room display screen

1501 is displayed in FIG. 15, A user may play a video

preview by, for example, arrowing right or left and

selecting a listed video clip. If there are multiple

5 video clips available for a program, there may be

multiple listings, but only one has been shown to avoid

overcomplicating the. drawing. Control circuitry 42 may

have suitable hardware, software, or a suitable

combination thereof for decoding the clip and

10 displaying the clip on user television equipment 22.

Another illustrative feature is providing a

user with an opportunity to purchase programming

related merchandise. Programming related merchandise

may be related to, for example, the program displayed

15 by a video product when a user indicated a desire to

view available merchandise. A user may indicate a

desire to view available merchandise by, for example,

selecting a selectable Merchandise feature 106 from

navigator 1403.

20 After a user indicates a desire to view

available merchandise, control circuitry 42 may query

Internet server 15 for additional information when, for

example, the screens or overlays necessary to provide a

user with an opportunity to view available merchandise

25 have not already been downloaded and stored in memory

63 (not shown) . The additional information may, in

this example, include merchandise information (e.g., a

description of the merchandise, available sizes,

colors, price, etc.), that control circuitry 42

30 displays in a merchandise screen (step 1080 of FIG.

10b) . An illustrative merchandise display screen 1601

is shown in FIG. 16.
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Merchandise display screen 1601 may provide a

user with an opportunity to order the promoted

merchandise. In illustrative merchandise display

screen 1601, for example, a user may specify the color,

5 size, and quantity of a Stargate t-shirt by positioning

highlight region 151 over a desired field and arrowing

right or left. When a user selects an on-screen order

feature, control circuitry 42 may order the merchandise

using any suitable . approach. Control circuitry 42 may,

10 for example, provide the ordering information to

Internet server 15. Internet server 15 may, in turn,

send a merchandise request to merchandising facility 10

(FIG. 1). Alternatively, control circuitry 42 may

provide the ordering information to television

15 distribution facility 16 via communications path 20.

Television distribution facility 16 may, in turn,

provide a merchandise request to merchandising facility

10. In still another suitable approach, control

circuitry 42 may issue a merchandise request to

20 merchandising facility 10 directly via the Internet.

Merchandising facility 10 may include any computer

hardware or software suitable for receiving merchandise

requests, ordering the merchandise, shipping the

merchandise to the user, and billing the user.

25 A merchandise request includes information

necessary for ordering the merchandise based on the

type of ordering scheme used. The request may include,

for example, a merchandise identifier, a user

identifier or account number, or other suitable

30 information. The merchandising requests may include,

for example, user information that merchandising

facility 16 can use to generate an invoice for the

merchandise. Alternatively, television distribution
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facility 16 may bill the user for the merchandise on

the user's next statement and merchandising facility 10

may only ship the merchandise.

Communications path 9 may be any

5 communications path suitable for carrying merchandise

requests from Internet server 15, user television

equipment 22 or television distribution facility 16 to

merchandising facility 10. Communications path 9 may

include, for example, a satellite link, a telephone

10 network link, a cable or fiber optic link, a microwave

link, an Internet link, a combination of such links, or

any other suitable communications link. Communications

path 9 has only been shown as being connected to

television distribution facility 16 to avoid over-

15 complicating the drawing.

Returning to the discussion of FIG. 16,

active display element 1603 may initially display, for

example, a graphic of the merchandise that is being

offered (e.g., a t-shirt) . If desired, active display

20 element 16 may be selectable. In response to a user

selecting active display element 16, control circuitry

42 may provide the user with an additional perspective

or view of the ordered merchandise. The additional

perspective or view may be still, animated, or video.

25 In this example, control circuitry 42 may in respond to

a user selecting a graphic of a Stargate t-shirt by

displaying a rotating graphic of the t-shirt so that a

user may see both sides of the t-shirt.

Prior to registering the order, control

30 circuitry 42 may prompt the user to confirm the order,

if desired. Control circuitry 42 may, for example,

display an order confirmation screen (step 1090 of FIG.

10b) , in which the user is presented with an order
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summary and provided with an opportunity to cancel/

confirm, or change the order. An illustrative order

confirmation screen 1701 is shown in FIG, 17.

Another feature that may be provided as part

5 of augmenting a television application is providing a

user with an opportunity to order pay-per-view

programs. Users may . indicate a desire to order pay-

per-view programs promoted by, for example, pressing an

"order" key or other suitable key on remote control 40

10 when a pay-per-view program is being promoted by a

video product. FIG. 10a shows illustrative flow paths

for providing users with an opportunity to order pay-

per-view programs from within a video product, in this

example a promotional video channel product. When a

15 user indicates a desire to order a pay-per-view

program, control circuitry 42 may query Internet server

15 for additional information when, for example, the

screens or overlays necessary to provide a user with an

opportunity to view additional information have not

20 already been downloaded and stored in memory 63 (not

shown) . The additional information may, in this

example, include pay-per-view ordering information

(e.g., price, title, and air times) that control

circuitry 42 displays in a pay-per-view ordering

25 screen.

For the purposes of illustration, a video

product, such as a promotional video channel product,

may be currently promoting Tomorrow Never Dies as shown

in FIG. 18. As illustrated, a user may indicate a

30 desire to order the pay-per-view program Tomorrow Never

Dies by, for example, pressing an "Ok" key on remote

control 40. When the user indicates a desire to order

a pay-per-view program, control circuitry 42 may query
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Internet server 15 for additional information such as

pay-per-view ordering information.

FIGS. 18 and 19 show an illustrative WOW

indicator 1405 that may be displayed in overlay 500

5 when a special offer is being made, such as a special

merchandising opportunity dependent upon the user

ordering a pay-per-view program- A WOW indicator may

be selectable, as shown in FIG. 19. Because additional

information is delivered via the Internet, special

10 merchandising opportunities may be created at any time

and with any suitable frequency and may be presented to

the user as soon as the user accesses a display screen

from which a user may view available merchandise or

make a pay-per-view order.

15 Control circuitry 42 may determine that a WOW

offer is available using any suitable approach.

Control circuitry 42 may, for example, detect a WOW

indicator in an in-band signal transmitted on the

channel carrying the video product. Another suitable

20 approach may include Internet server 15 indicating a

WOW offer is available in the information provided to

control circuitry 42. After control circuitry 42

detects that a WOW offer is available, control

circuitry 42 may display a modified WOW overlay 500 as

25 shown in FIG. 18 (step 1995), that indicates to the

user a WOW offer is available.

When a user indicates a desire to order a

pay-per-view program from within overlay 500 of FIG.

18, control circuitry 42 may display overlay 500 of

30 FIG. 19 (step 2000) . A user may order a pay-per-view

program and a corresponding WOW offer by, for example,

selecting an air time of the promoted pay-per-view

program from overlay 500 of FIG. 19. In response,
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control circuitry 42 may prompt the user to confirm

ordering the WOW offer as shown in FIG. 20.

Alternatively, a user may indicate a desire

to review a WOW offer without ordering the WOW offer or

5 a promoted pay-per-view program. A user may, for

example, select selectable WOW indicator 1405 of FIG.

19. In still another approach, a user may indicate a

desire to view additional information for the promoted

pay-per-view program by, for example, selecting

10 selectable more info feature 1903. In response,

control circuitry 42 may download additional

information (if needed), and display the additional

information in program information screen 2101 of FIG.

21 (step 1060) . The user may then indicate a desire to

15 review a WOW offer by, for example, selecting

selectable merchandise feature 106.

When a user indicates a desire to order a

pay-per-view program and WOW offer, or when a user

indicates a desire to review a WOW offer, control

20 circuitry 42 may obtain additional information (if

necessary) and display a WOW offer screen (step 2010

FIG. 10b) . An illustrative WOW offer screen 2201 is

shown in FIG. 22. WOW offer screen 2201 may describe

the WOW offer indicating, for example, the price,

2 5 whether the offer is dependent on a pay-per-view

program purchase, and a brief description of the

merchandise offered. After reading the offer, the user

may indicate a desire to continue (e.g., by selecting

continue) , and control circuitry 42 may respond by

30 obtaining additional information (if necessary) and

displaying a merchandise screen (step 1080 FIG. 10b)

.

FIG. 23 shows an illustrative modified

merchandise screen 2301 in which the user is notified
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that an offer is a WOW offer and in which the user is

provided an opportunity to create or cancel the order.

Once the user creates the order, control circuitry 42

may obtain additional information (if necessary) , and

5 may display a modified order confirmation screen such

as order confirmation screen 2401 of FIG. 24 (step 1090

of FIG. 10b)

.

Once the user has ordered the pay-per-view

program and, if desired although not required, a WOW

10 offer, control circuitry 42 may tune the user to the

channel on which the pay-per-view program is carried

(if currently broadcasted) , or return the user to the

video product from which the pay-per-view program was

ordered, and display thank you indicator 2503 as shown

•15 in FIG. 25 (step 2025) . Thank you indicator 2503 may

be displayed for a predefined period of time and then

may be removed from display by control circuitry 42.

FIG. 2 6 shows an illustrative overlay 500

that control circuitry 42 may display to provide a user

20 with an opportunity to order a pay-per-view program

when there is no available WOW offer. For the purposes

of illustration, assume that the currently promoted

program is Starship Troopers. After the user indicates

a desire to order the promoted pay-per-view program by,

25 for example, pressing an "order" or other suitable key

on remote control 40, control circuitry 42 may display

overlay 520 of FIG. 26 (step 2020) . Overlay 520 may

provide a user with an opportunity to obtain more

information on the pay-per-view, to order the pay-per-

30 view, or to return to the video product, in this

example the promotional video channel product. If the

user orders the pay-per-view program by, for example,

selecting order feature 106, control circuitry 42 may
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tune the user to the channel on which the pay-per-view

program is carried (if currently broadcasted), or

return the user to the video product from which the

pay-per-view program was ordered, and display thank you

5 indicator 2503 (FIG. 25; step 2025) . Thank you

indicator 2503 may be displayed for a predefined period

of time and then may. be removed from display by control

circuitry 42.

Users may also be provided with an

10 opportunity to set reminders for their pay-per-view

orders. In response to a user making or confirming a

pay-per-view order, for example, control circuitry 42

may obtain additional information (if necessary) from

Internet server 15. The additional information may

15 include, for example, a unique identifier for the

program and its air time. The additional information

may also include a set reminder window that is

displayed by control circuitry 42 on user television

equipment 22 (step 2030)

.

20 An illustrative reminder window 2701 is shown

in FIG. 27. Reminder window 2701 may provide a user

with an opportunity to review his or her order, obtain

more information on the ordered pay-per-view program,

and to set a reminder for the pay-per-view program. A

25 user may indicate a desire to set a reminder by, for

example, selecting Yes feature 106. Reminders may be

set using any suitable approach. For example, control

circuitry 42 may provide Internet server 15 with a

unique identifier of the ordered pay-per-view program

30 and a unique address for user television equipment 22.

KZ d suitd^ ^ 1

cl.^ ^ fK£_n^-n^-

view program, Internet server 1 ^ ~^ ,T - -*

user television equipment 22 ising any suitable
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protocol, such as the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

(SMTP). Control circuitry 42 may receive the message,

determine that it is a reminder (e.g., from header

information in the message) , and display a reminder on

5 user television equipment 22 (step 2040) .

In an alternative approach, Internet server

15 may provide the reminder information to an

interactive television program guide implemented at

least in part on set-top box 28. When control

10 circuitry 42 obtains additional information from

Internet server 15 for the guide, Internet server 15

may retrieve the reminder information and provide it to

control circuitry 42 based, for example, on the unique

address of user television equipment 22. At a suitable

15 time, the program guide may display a reminder on user

television equipment 22 (step 2040)

.

An illustrative reminder is shown in FIG. 28.

Reminder 2801 may indicate to the user that the ordered

pay-per-view program is starting, and prompt the user

20 to tune to the channel on which the pay-per-view

program is being carried. In response to the user

selecting Yes feature 106, for example, control

circuitry 42 may tune to the channel. A thank you

indicator, such as thank you indicator 2503 of FIG. 23,

25 may be displayed if desired.

An order may be denied. A user may, for

example, have parental control settings set with a

television product that prevent an order.

Alternatively, a parental control code may not be set

30 and the order may be denied because the pay-per-view

program does not meet default parental control

settings. Another reason for an order being denied may

be that there is an order conflict.
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Control circuitry 42 may determine that an

order should be denied using any suitable approach.

Control circuitry 42 may store a list of ordered pay-

per-view programs and their air times and look-up the

5 air time for the program that is being ordered.

Control circuitry 42 may also store a list of parental

control settings that control circuitry 42 may compare

against the program that a user wishes to order.

Alternatively, an interactive television program guide

10 may monitor pay-per-view ordering and issue a suitable

command to control circuitry 42 to display an order

denied window. If there is a conflict or other

situation that requires an order be denied, control

circuitry 42 may display an order denied window, such

15 as order denied window 2901 shown in FIG. 29 (step

2050)

.

Another example of synchronizing Internet-

delivered television-related information with video

product videos is shown in FIG. 30. A promotional

20 video channel may, for example, periodically display

program listings, such as pay-per-view program

listings. Control circuitry 42 may obtain (or have

obtained) program listings information for the pay-per-

view programs listed, and display the information in

25 overlay 500. In this example, As Good As It Gets is

listed first and overlay 500 displays its program

listings information. Control circuitry 42 may display

program listings information for Tomorrow Never Dies or

Starship Troopers in response to, for example, a user

30 arrowing down.

The discussion of FIGS. 11-30 thus far has

described illustrative ways that a promotional video

channel type video product may be augmented by
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Internet-delivered television-associated information.

A passive guide video product may also be augmented in

similar ways. For purposes of illustration, a passive

guide product will be described that is augmented using

5 some of the same screens and overlays such as those

shown in FIGS . 11-30.

In response to a user tuning to a passive

guide channel/ control circuitry 42 may detect that the

user has tuned to the passive guide channel, and may

10 query Internet server 15 for additional television-

related information for the passive guide video product

(step 3000) . If there is no additional information,

control circuitry 42 may provide the user with access

to the passive guide product in its original form, as

15 shown, for example, in FIGS. 2a and 2b (step 3010).

If Internet server 15 has additional

information, control circuitry 42 may obtain the

information and augment the content and functionality

of the passive guide product as shown, for example, in

20 FIGS. 31a and 31b (step 3020). The additional

information may include, for example, an interactive

program listings grid defined by one or more markup

language documents. Control circuitry 42 may overlay

the passive program listings grid of FIGS. 2a and 2b,

25 with interactive grid 3201. Users may navigate within

grid 3201 by, for example, arrowing up, down, left, or

right to position highlight region 151 over a program

listing. Users may access additional information for a

highlighted listings by, for example, pressing an

30 "info" key on remote control 40. When a user indicates

a desire to access additional information, control

circuitry 42 may obtain additional information from

Internet server 15 (if necessary) , and may display a
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program information screen for the selected program,

such as program information screen 1401 of FIG. 14

(e.g., step 1060 of FIG. 10a).

Users may also view previews of programs

5 associated with listings. The augmented passive guide

may, for example, indicate that a program has an

available preview by tagging a program listing with an

icon, such as camera icon 3103. A user may indicate a

desire to access a preview by, for example, pressing an

10 "Ok" key on remote control 40 when a listing having

camera icon 3103 is highlighted by highlight region

151. In response, control circuitry 43 may obtain

additional information from Internet server 15 (if

necessary) , and display a screening room, such as that

15 shown in FIG. 15 (e.g., step 1070). From the screening

room control circuitry 42 may provide a user with an

opportunity to, for example, view the preview, access a

merchandise screen and order merchandise (e.g., steps

1080 and 1090), or access a promotional video channel.

20 If a program listing is for a pay-per-view program,

control circuitry 42 may provide the user with an

opportunity to order the pay-per-view program (e.g.,

steps 1995 and 2020), and set a reminder if desired

(e.g., steps 2030)

.

25 An interactive television program guide may

also be augmented by Internet-delivered television-

related information. For clarity, the following

discussion will be based on a system in which control

circuitry in user television equipment 22 augments

30 interactive program guide display screen content in

functionality. Other approaches may also be used. In

client-server based guides such as the system described

in above-mentioned Marshall et al. U.S. patent
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application Serial No. 09/330,501, filed June 11, 1999,

guide display screens may be changed by suitable

hardware at television distribution facility 16.

Control circuitry 42 may, for example,

5 overlay guide screens with screens defined by Internet-

delivered markup language documents, or may obtain

additional information and provide the information to

the guide for display in program guide display screens.

Control circuitry 42 may detect that a user has

10 accessed an interactive guide and query Internet server

15 for additional information (step 4000) . If there is

no additional information, control circuitry may

provide the user with access to an interactive guide

screen in its original form, such as main menu screen

15 100 of FIG- 5 (step 4010)

.

If Internet server 15 has additional

information, control circuitry 42 may obtain the

information and augment the content and functionality

of the interactive guide product. For example, main

20 menu 102 of FIG. 5 provides interactive guide users

with an opportunity to access listings of pay-per-view

programs by time and by title. In response to a user

indicating a desire to view pay-per-view program

listings, control circuitry 42 may obtain additional

25 information such as program listings data (if

necessary) , and may display a listings screen, such as

program listings screen 1301 of FIG. 13. From a

program listings screen, a user may access other

augmented features, such as view additional program

30 information (e.g., step 1060), order pay-per-view

programs (e.g., steps 1995 and 2020), purchase

merchandise (e.g., steps 1080, 1090, and 2010), preview
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programs (e.g., step 1070), or any other suitable

feature

.

Additional features may also be accessed from

program guide display screens that provide users with

5 access to similar features. Interactive guides may,

for example, provide users with an opportunity to order

pay-per-view programs by pressing an "order" key on

remote control 40 after highlighting a pay-per-view

program listing. In response, control circuitry 42

10 may, for example, display an order overlay such as

those shown in FIGS. 18 and 26 (e.g., Steps 1995 and

2020), and provide a user with an opportunity to order

a pay-per-view program. Interactive guides may also

provide users with an opportunity to order program

15 related merchandise by pressing a "merchandise" feature

from an additional program information screen. In

response, control circuitry 42 may, for example,

display a merchandise screen and provide users with an

opportunity to confirm their orders (e.g., steps 1080

20 and 1090) . These functions are only illustrative, as

by drawing on the resources of the Internet any number

of program guide features may be augmented or, if

desired, added

.

Preferably, display screens that augment an

25 interactive guide are designed with a look similar to

that of the guide to make the Internet-delivery of data

and augmentation of the guide transparent to the user.

For example, a program listings screen in which pay-

per-view program listings are displayed may be

30 downloaded as a markup language document that looks

like a program guide listings screen. The downloaded

screen may include camera icon 3103 to indicate to a

user that a video preview is available. FIG. 32, for
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example, shows how the listings screen of FIG. 8a may

be augmented in this way. In response to a user

selecting a listing with a camera icon 3103, for

example, control circuitry 42 may provide the user with

5 an opportunity to view the preview from a screening

room (e.g., step 1070).

Another feature of the present invention is

delivering programming related reminders with

merchandise that was ordered by a user using a

10 television-related product. This feature of the

present invention may be used, for example, in

interactive television program guide systems that

provide users with an opportunity to order merchandise,

such as the guide described in connection with FIGS. 5-

15 8c and 32. Such systems may include set-top-box-based,

client-server, and Internet based program guides. This

feature may also be used in connection with other

television-related products that provide users with an

opportunity to order merchandise, such as the enhanced

20 video products described in connection with FIGS. 9a-

31b.

Merchandising facility 10 of FIG. 1 may have

computer 3 and printer 5 for printing programming

related reminders for delivery with merchandise that is

25 delivered to users. In one suitable approach,

merchandise requests that are provided to merchandising

facility 12 may include identifiers of programs that

are associated with the ordered merchandise. A

merchandise request for the order shown in FIG. 16, for

30 example, may identify Stargate SG-1 as a related

program. A merchandise request for the order shown in

FIG. 23, for example, may identify Tomorrow Never Dies

as a related program. Computer 3 may, if desired, have
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a copy of the database stored by data source 14, and

may query the database for programming information

related to the indicated program. Computer 3 may

direct printer 5 to print a reminder that indicates,

5 for example, air times of the related program (e.g.,

Stargate SG-1 or Tomorrow Never Dies) for the current

month. The reminder. may be delivered with the ordered

merchandise

.

Another suitable example may be reminders

10 enclosed with food ordered by a user using a

television-related product. A WOW offer, for example,

may include a free pizza with the order of a pay-per-

view. When a user orders the pay-per-view, a

merchandise request may be provided by Internet server

15 15, television distribution facility 16, or user

television equipment 22, to merchandising facility 10.

The merchandise request may indicate the ordered pay-

per-view program. In this example, merchandising

facility 10 may include a computer system for a pizza

20 franchise that forwards the order to a local member of

the franchise. The local member may print a suitable

reminder, and may deliver the reminder with the pizza.

FIG. 33 shows a flowchart of illustrative

steps involved in providing users with an opportunity

25 to purchase merchandise and in providing reminders in

accordance with the principles of the present

invention. The steps shown in FIG. 33 are only

illustrative and may be performed in any suitable

order. A user is provided with an opportunity to order

30 merchandise using a television-related product at step

3301. The television-related product may be an

interactive television program guide, enhanced video

product, or other suitable product. After a user
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orders the merchandise/ the television-related product

may generate a merchandise request (step 3310) .

The merchandise request may be delivered to

merchandising facility 10 using any suitable approach

5 (step 3320) . Control circuitry 42 may, for example,

provide the request to merchandising facility 10 via a

suitable link, such as a telephone dial-up, Ethernet,

Internet, or DOCSIS link. Alternatively, television

distribution facility may deliver the- request to

10 merchandising facility 10. In still another approach,

Internet server 15 may receive a merchandise request

from user television equipment 22 or television

distribution facility 16 and provide the request to

merchandising facility 10. Merchandising facility 10

15 may print the reminder (step 3330) , and deliver the

reminder to the user (step 3340)

.

The reminder may be delivered with ordered

merchandise or at some other suitable time. The

reminder may be delivered before the ordered

20 merchandise when, for example, the merchandise is out

of stock. The reminder may be delivered after the

merchandise when, for example, the merchandise is

delivered much earlier than when a program associated

with the merchandise airs.

25 The foregoing is merely illustrative of the

principles of this invention and various modifications

can be made by those skilled in the art without

departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.
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What is claimed is:

1. A system in which a television-related

product that is provided to a user is augmented by

Internet-delivered television-related information

comprising:

a main facility configured to proviae

che Internet-delivered Ltiieviaxun-reiated informatipp

and information for the television-related product,

an Internet server configured to receive

the Internet-delivered television-related information

anr* to distribute the Internet-aenvci-dd television-

related information;

a television distribution facility

configured to receive the information for the

television-related product an to distribute the

information for the television-related product;. and

user television trquipmenc conngured to

obtain the Internet-delivered television-related

information from the Internet server receive u**.

mrormation for the television-related product jfrom the

television distribution facility, ind to display a

display bcieen niuiuuiny Liie xnuernet-delivered

television-relatea inrormauxon
z

witn tne informal- ion for

the television-related product a_s if the Internet-

deiiverea television-related information were part of

the television-related product so that thf* dj*~Lay

screen does not alert the user to the fact that thft

Internet-uej.x vereu Leiev±sion-reiai"^d s ^ "-^iudLiuii io

being delivered over the Internet separately from th_e

information for cue television-related Dfbduct.

2. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:
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the television-related product is a

promotional video channel;

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes program listings

information; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display an overlay on the display screen

wherein the overlay contains the program listings

information.

3. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the television-related product is a

passive guide product;

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes program listings

information; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display an interactive program listings

grid on the display screen wherein the program listings

grid contains the program listings information.

4. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the television-related product is an

interactive television program guide;

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes additional program

information; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display a program information screen in

response to the user indicating a desire to access

additional information for a program, wherein the

program information screen contains the additional

program information.
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5. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes a video clip; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display the video clip in a screening

room display screen when a user indicates a desire to

view the video clip..

6. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes merchandise information;

and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display the merchandise information in a

merchandise display screen.

7. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes information related to a

special merchandising opportunity; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to indicate to a user that the information

related to a special merchandising opportunity is

available and to display the information related to a

special merchandising opportunity in response to a user

indicating a desire to review the special merchandising

opportunity.

8. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes pay-per-view ordering

information; and
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the user television equipment is further

configured to display the pay-per-view ordering

information and provide a user with an opportunity to

order the pay-per-view program.

9. The system defined in claim 1 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes reminder information; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display a reminder based on the reminder

information.

10. A system in which the appearances of a

plurality of television-related products are

coordinated/ wherein each television-related product

has at least one display screen, comprising:

a main far.ilji-" configured to provide

information for the plurality of television-related

products;

an Internet server configured to

distribute television-related information defining the

appearances of the display screens of the television-

related products;

a television di

-

<=:i" r* but- ion ft
*?\.\ iim v

configured to receive the information for the plurality

of television-related products and to distribute the

information for the television-related products; and

user television equipment configured to

obtain the television-related information from the

Internet server, to receive the information for the

plurality of television-related products from the

television distribution facility, and to display the

display screens for each of the television-related
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products with appearances as defined by the television-

related information.

11. The system defined in claim 10 wherein

the television-related information includes at least

one markup language document that defines the

appearances of each of the television-related products.

12. A system in which the display of

Internet-delivered television-related information is

synchronized with the display of videos in a video

product, comprising:

a main facility configured to provide at

least one video for a video product;

an Internet server configured to

distribute television-related information related to

the video;

a television distribution facilii"*

configured to receive the video and to distribute the

video in real time; and

user television equipment configured to

obtain the television-related information related to

the video from the Internet server, receive the video

from the television distribution facility, and to

display the video simultaneously with the television-

related information related to the video.

13. The system defined in claim 12 wherein:

the video includes pay-per-view program

listings;

the television-related information

includes pay-per-view program listings information for

the pay-per-view program listings; and
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the user television equipment is further

configured to display the pay-per-view program listings

information simultaneously with the pay-per-view

program listings.

14. The system defined in claim 12 wherein:

the video product is a promotional video

channel that displays the video; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display the promotional video channel

with the information related to the video.

15. The system defined in claim 12 wherein:

the video product is a passive guide

that displays the video; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display the passive guide with the

information related to the video.

16. A system in which a video product is

augmented by Internet-delivered television-related

information, comprising:

an Internet server configured to deliver

information related to the video product;

c chromelesf Internet browser configured

to obtain the intonuauiun related to the video product;

and

user televis^^ ocniTnTnont- confiaured to

run the chromeless Internet browser and to display the

video product with the inrormation relateH *-o ^h^ "^oa

product obtained by the chromele cc " _

17. The system defined in claim 16 wherein:
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the video product is a promotional video

channel that displays one or more promotional videos;

the information related to the video

product is information related to the promotional

videos; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display the promotional videos with the

information related to the promotional videos.

18. The system defined in claim 16 wherein:

the video product is a passive guide

that displays one or more promotional videos;

the information related to the video

product is information related to the promotional

videos; and

the user television equipment is further

configured to display the passive guide with the

information related to the promotional videos.

19. A system in which users are provided

with an opportunity to order television-related

merchandise using a television-related product having

at least one display screen, comprising:

user t^i^vision equipment configured to

display the display screens and to provide a user with

an opportunity to order merchandise using at least one

of the display screens; and

a merchandising facility configured to

provide merchandise that the user ordered to the user

and to provide a reminder to the user indicating a

program associated with the merchandise that the user

ordered.
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20. The system defined in claim 19 wherein

the merchandising facility is further configured to

provide a reminder to the user with the merchandise

that the user ordered.

21. The system defined in claim 19 wherein

the merchandising facility is further configured to

provide a reminder to the user before providing the

merchandise that the user ordered to -the user.

22. The system defined in claim 19 wherein

the merchandising facility is further configured to

provide a reminder to the user after providing the

merchandise that the user ordered to the user.

23. A system in which a client-server based

interactive television program guide is augmented by

Internet-delivered television- related information,

comprising:

a main facility configured to provide

the Internet-delivered television-related information

and program guide data;

an Internet server configured to receive

the Internet-delivered television-related information

and to distribute the Internet-delivered television-

related information;

a television distribution facility

comprising:

a reception system configured to

receive the program guide data and Internet-delivered

television-related information;

a screen generator configured to

generate an interactive television program guide
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display screen in response to requests by an

interactive television program guide client implemented

on user television equipment, wherein the interactive

television program guide display screen includes the

Internet-delivered television-related information with

the program guide data as if the Internet-delivered

television-related information were part of the

interactive television program guide so that the

display screen does not alert the user to the fact that

the Internet-delivered television-related information

is being delivered over the Internet separately from

the information for the interactive television program

guide; and

distribution equipment configured to

distribute the program guide display screens to the

user television equipment for display by the

interactive television program guide client.

24 . A system in which the appearances of a

plurality of video products are coordinated, wherein

each video product has at least one display screen,

comprising:

a main facility configured to provide

information for the plurality of video products;

an Internet server configured to

distribute television-reiatea mroLiiiation defining the

appearances of the display screens of the video

products

;

a television distribution facility

comprising:

a reception system configured to

receive the information for the plurality of video

products and the television-related information;
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a screen generator configured to

generate the display screens for each of the video

products with appearances as defined by the television-

related information; and

a distribution system configured

and to distribute the display screens; and

user television equipment configured to

display the display screens,

25. A method for use in a system in which a

television-related product that is provided to a user

is augmented by Internet-delivered television-related

information comprising:

providing the television-related

information and information for the teiev-Ls-Lu^ ~ ^d

produce;

distributing the television-related

information ovei a rirst link tnciu xnciuuto a^ mternet

link;

distributing the information for the

television-related product over a se^^.' ; ^au

^^iu^iixb .. ^wj-f^i ocj- fen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product as if the television-related

information were part of the television-related product

so that the display screen does not alert the user to

the fact that the television-related information

distributed over the first link is being delivered over

the Internet separately from the information for the

television-related product.

26. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:
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the television-related product is a

promotional video channel;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet

link comprises distributing program listings

information; and

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying an

overlay on the display screen wherein the overlay

contains the program listings information.

27. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the television-related product is a

passive guide product;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet

link comprises distributing program listings

information; and

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying an

interactive program listings grid on the display screen

wherein the program listings grid contains the program

listings information.

28. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the television-related product is an

interactive television program, guide;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet
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link comprises distributing additional program

information; and

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying a

program information screen in response to the user

indicating a desire to access additional information

for a program, wherein the program information screen

contains the additional program information.

29. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes a video clip;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet

link comprises distributing the video clip; and

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying the

video clip in a screening room display screen in

response to a user indicating a desire to view the

video clip.

30. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes merchandise information;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet

link comprises distributing the merchandise

information; and
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displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying the

merchandise information in a merchandise display

screen.

31. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes information related to a

special merchandising opportunity;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet

link comprises distributing the information related to

a special merchandising opportunity;

the method further comprises indicating

to a user that the information related to a special

merchandising opportunity is available; and

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying the

information related to a special merchandising

opportunity in response to a user indicating a desire

to review the special merchandising opportunity.

32. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes pay-per-view ordering

information;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet
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link comprises distributing the pay-per-view ordering

information;

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying the

pay-per-view ordering information; and

the method further comprises providing a

user with an opportunity to order the pay-per-view

program.

33. The method defined in claim 25 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes reminder information;

distributing the television-related

information over a first link that includes an Internet

link comprises distributing the reminder information;

and

displaying a display screen on user

television equipment that displays the television-

related information with the information for the

television-related product comprises displaying a

reminder based on the reminder information.

34. A method in which the appearances of a

plurality of television-related products are

coordinated; wherein each television-related product

has at least one display screen, comprising:

nroviding information for the plurality

of television-related orodnr.ts?

Hi stributin^ *-<*i evision-T^i^t-^d

information defining the appearances of the display
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screens of the television-related products over a first

link, wherein the first link includes an Internet link;

distributing the information tor the

television-related products over a seconH linV; and

displaying on user television equipment

the display screens for each of the television-related

products with appearances as defined by the television-

related information.

35. The method defined in claim 34 wherein:

the television-related information

includes at least one markup language document that

defines the appearances of each of the television-

related products;

distributing the television-related

information defining the appearances of the display

screens of the television-related products over a first

link comprises distributing the markup language

document s ; and

displaying on user television equipment

the display screens for each of the television-related

products with appearances as defined by the television-

related information comprises displaying on user

television equipment the display screens for each of

the television-related products with appearances as

defined by the markup language document.

36. A method for use in a system in which

the display of Internet-delivered television-related

information is synchronized with the display of videos

in a video product, comprising:

providing at Iftast nne Hen -For a video

product;
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distributina television- re lated

information related to the video over a first link,

wherein u.^ .l^o^. .^^.j-at^ .. 4 .eiiiet link;

distributing the video in xeai time over

a second link; and

displaying on user television equipment

the video simultaneously with the television-related

information related to the video.

37. The method defined in claim 36 wherein:

the video includes pay-per-view program

listings;

the television-related information

includes pay-per-view program listings information for

the pay-per-view program listings;

distributing the television-related

information comprises distributing the pay-per-view

program listings information; and

displaying on the user television

equipment the video simultaneously with the television-

related information related to the video comprises

displaying the pay-per-view program listings

information simultaneously with the pay-per-view

program listings.

38. The method defined in claim 36 wherein:

the video product is a promotional video

channel that displays the video; and

displaying on the user television

equipment the video simultaneously with the television-

related information related to the video comprises

displaying the promotional video channel with the

information related to the video.
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39. The method defined in claim 3 6 wherein:

the video product is a passive guide

that displays the video; and

displaying on the user television

equipment the video simultaneously with the television-

related information related to the video comprises

displaying the passive guide with the information

related to the video.

40. A method for use in a system in which a

video product is augmented by Internet-delivered

television-related information, comprising:

delivering information related to the

video product over an Internet linV:

obtaining the information related to the

video product using a -hromp" /Internet browser

running on user television equipment; and

displaying the video product with the

information related to the video product obtained by

the chromeless Internet browser on the user television

equipment

.

41. The method defined in claim 40 wherein:

the video product is a promotional video

channel that displays one or more promotional videos;

delivering information related to the

video product over an Internet link comprises

delivering information related zo rne "promotional

videos; and

displaying the video product with the

information related to the video product obtained by

the chromeless Internet browser on the user television
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equipment comprises displaying the promotional videos

with the information related to the promotional videos.

42. The method defined in claim 40 wherein:

the video product is a passive guide

that displays one or more promotional videos;

delivering information related to the

video product over an Internet link comprises

delivering information related to the promotional

videos; and

displaying the video product with the

information related to the video product obtained by

the chromeless Internet browser on the user television

equipment comprises displaying the passive guide with

the information related to the promotional videos.

43. A method for use in a system in which

users are provided with an opportunity to order

television-related merchandise using a television-

related product having at least one display screen,

comprising

:

providing a user with an opportunitv to

order merchandise using at least one of the display

screens;

providing merchandise that the user

ordered to the user;

providing a reminder to the user

indicating a program assoc±au^^ ..Iwii the merchandise

that the user ordered.

44. The method defined in claim 43 wherein

providing a reminder to the user indicating a program

associated with the merchandise that the user ordered
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comprises providing a reminder to the user with the

merchandise that the user ordered.

45. The method defined in claim 43 wherein

providing a reminder to the user indicating a program

associated with the merchandise that the user ordered

comprises providing at reminder to the user before

providing the merchandise that the user ordered to the

user.

46. The method defined in claim 4 3 wherein

providing a reminder to the user indicating a program

associated with the merchandise that the user ordered

comprises providing a reminder to the user after

providing the merchandise that the user ordered to the

user.

47. A method for use in a system in which a

client-server based interactive television program

guide is augmented by Internet-delivered television-

related information, comprising:

providing the Internet-delivered

television-related information ana program guide data;

generating an interactive television

program guide display screen in response to requests by

an interactive television program guide client

implemented on user television equipment, wherein the

interactive television program guide display screen

includes the Internet-delivered television-related

information with the program guide data as if the

Internet-delivered television-related information were

part of the interactive television program guide so

that the display screen does not alert the user to the
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fact that the Internet-delivered television-related

information is being delivered over the Internet

separately from the information for the interactive

television program guide; and

distributing the program guide display

screens to the user television equipment for display by

the interactive television program guide client.

48. A method for use in a system in which

the appearances of a plurality of video products are

coordinated/ wherein each video product has at least

one display screen, comprising:

providing information for the plurality

of video products;

distributing television-related

information defining the appearances of the display

screens \^ video products via the Internet;

generatlna the display screens f^ each

of the videp products w.i th appearances as defined by

i-hp television-related information; and

distributing the display screens to a

plurality of users.

49. A system in which a television-related

product that is provided to a user is augmented by

Internet-delivered television-related information

comprising:

means for providing the television-

related information and information for the television-

related product;

means for distributing the television-

related information over an Internet link;
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means for distributing the information

for the television-related product; and

means for displaying a display screen

including the television-related information and the

information for the television-related product as if

the television-related information were part of the

television-related product so that the display screen

does not alert the user to the fact that the

television-related information is being delivered over

the Internet in addition to the information for the

television-related product.

50. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the television-related product is a

promotional video channel;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over a first link that

includes an Internet link comprises means for

distributing program listings information; and

the means for displaying a display

screen that displays the television-related information

with the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying an overlay on the

display screen wherein the overlay contains the program

listings information.

51. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the television-related product is a

passive guide product;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises means for distributing program listings

information; and
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the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying an interactive program

listings grid on the display screen wherein the program

listings grid contains the program listings

information.

52. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the television-related product is an

interactive television program guide;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises distributing additional program information;

and

the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying a program information

screen in response to the user indicating a desire to

access additional information for a program, wherein

the program information screen contains the additional

program information.

53. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes a video clip;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises distributing the video clip; and

the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product
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comprises means for displaying the video clip in a

screening room display screen in response to a user

indicating a desire to view the video clip.

54. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes merchandise information;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises means for distributing the merchandise

information; and

the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying the merchandise

information in a merchandise display screen.

55. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes information related to a

special merchandising opportunity;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises means for distributing the information

related to a special merchandising opportunity;

the system further comprises means for

indicating to a user that the information related to a

special merchandising opportunity is available; and

the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying the information related

to a special merchandising opportunity in response to a
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user indicating a desire to review the special

merchandising opportunity.

56. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes pay-per-view ordering

information;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises means for distributing the pay-per-view

ordering information;

the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying the pay-per-view

ordering information; and

the system further comprises means for

providing a user with an opportunity to order the pay-

per-view program.

57. The system defined in claim 49 wherein:

the Internet-delivered television-

related information includes reminder information;

the means for distributing the

television-related information over an Internet link

comprises means for distributing the reminder

information; and

the means for displaying a display

screen including the television-related information and

the information for the television-related product

comprises means for displaying a reminder based on the

reminder information

.
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58. A system in which the appearances of a

plurality of television-related products are

coordinated, wherein each television-related product

has at least one display screen, comprising:

means for providing information for the

plurality of television-relate^ p^Ji .

means .iui uib li A^aLii^ -lon-

related information defining the appearances of the

display screens of the television-related products over

an Internet link;

means for distributing the information

for the television-related products; and

means ror displaying the display screens

for each of the television-related products witn

appearances as defined by the television-related

information.

59. The system defined in claim 58 wherein:

the television-related information

includes at least one markup language document that

defines the appearances of each of the television-

related products;

the means for distributing the

television-related information defining the appearances

of the display screens of the television-related

products comprises means for distributing the markup

language documents; and

the means for displaying the display

screens for each of the television-related products

with appearances as defined by the television-related

information comprises means for displaying the display

screens for each of the television-related products
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with appearances as defined by the markup language

document -

60. A system in which the display of

Internet-delivered television-related information is

synchronized with the display of videos in a video

product, comprising:

.

means for providing at least one video

for a video product:

means for distributing television-

related information related to the video over an

iP^rnRt link;

means for distributing the video in real

time; and

means for displaying the video

simultaneously with the television-related information

related to the video

-

61. The system defined in claim 60 wherein:

the video includes pay-per-view program

listings;

the television-related information

includes pay-per-view program listings information for

the pay-per-view program listings;

the means for distributing the

television-related information comprises means for

distributing the pay-per-view program listings

information; and

the means for displaying the video

simultaneously with the television-related information

related to the video comprises means for displaying the

pay-per-view program listings information

simultaneously with the pay-per-view program listings.
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62. The system defined in claim 60 wherein:

the video product is a promotional video

channel that displays the video; and

the means for displaying on the user

television equipment the video simultaneously with the

television-related information related to the video

comprises means for displaying the promotional video

channel with the information related to the video.

63. The system defined in claim 60 wherein:

the video product is a passive guide

that displays the video; and

the means for displaying the video

simultaneously with the television-related information

related to the video comprises means for displaying the

passive guide with the information related to the

video

.

64 . A system in which a video product is

augmented by Internet-delivered television-related

information, comprising

:

means for delivering information related

to the video product over an Internet link;

means for obtaining the mrormacion

related to the video product using a rv

Internet browser; and

means lor displaying the video product

with the information related to the video produci-

obtained by the chromeless Internet browser.

65. The system defined in claim 64 wherein:

the video product is a promotional video

channel that displays one or more promotional videos;
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the means for delivering information

related to the video product over an Internet link

comprises means for delivering information related to

the promotional videos; and

the means for displaying the video

product with the information related to the video

product obtained by the chromeless Internet browser

comprises displaying the promotional videos with the

information related to the promotional videos.

66. The system defined in claim 64 wherein:

the video product is a passive guide

that displays one or more promotional videos;

the means for delivering information

related to the video product over an Internet link

comprises means for delivering information related to

the promotional videos; and

the means for displaying the video

product with the information related to the video

product obtained by the chromeless Internet browser

comprises means for displaying the passive guide with

the information related to the promotional videos.

67. A system in which users are provided

with an opportunity to order television-related

merchandise using a television-related product having

at least one display screen, comprising:

means for providing a user with an

opportunity to order merchandise using at least one of

the uior*-j

means for providing merchandise that the

user ordered to the user;
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means for providi' a reminaer o the

user indicating a program associated" w^l.^ me
merchandise that the user ordered.

68. The system defined in claim 67 wherein

the means for providing a reminder to the user

indicating a program .associated with the merchandise

that the user ordered comprises means for providing a

reminder to the user with the merchandise that the user

ordered.

69. The system defined in claim 68 wherein

the means for providing a reminder to the user

indicating a program associated with the merchandise

that the user ordered comprises means for providing a

reminder to the user before providing the merchandise

that the user ordered to the user.

70. The system defined in claim 68 wherein

the means for providing a reminder to the user

indicating a program associated with the merchandise

that the user ordered comprises means for providing a

reminder to the user after providing the merchandise

that the user ordered to the user.

71. A system in which a client-server based

interactive television program guide is augmented by

Internet-delivered television-related information,

comprising:

means for providing the Internet-

delivered television-related information and program

guide data;
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means for generating an interactive

television program guide display screen in response to

requests by an interactive television program guid^

client implemented on user television equipment,

wherein the interactive television program guide

display screen includes the Internet-delivered

television-related information with the program guide

aaca ±1 Liie iiiteiiieL-uexivcieu ce±evision-related

information were part of the interactive television

program guide so that the display screen does not alert

the user to tne rad uuclu uie mcemcL-ueiiverea

texevisxOx. - ^cmy aelivered over

lue ^u^ciicu auvAxLxou iiiiuriiiaiion ror the

interactive television prorrr-^- ,
- aau

means for distributing the program guide

display screens to the user television equipment for

display by the interactive television program guide

client

.

72. A system in which the .appearances of a

plurality of video products are coordinated, wherein

each video product has at least one display screen,

comprising:

means for providing information for the

plurality of video products;

means for distributing television-

related information defining the appearances of the

display screens of the video products via the Internet;

means for generating the dispxay screens

for each of the video products with appearances as

defined by the television-related information; and

means for distributing the display

screens to a plurality of users.
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